Abstract-Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) impacts 1 in 68 children in the U.S., with tremendous individual and societal costs. Technology-aided intervention, more specifically robotic intervention, has gained momentum in recent years due to the inherent affinity of many children with ASD towards technology. In this paper we present a novel robot-mediated intervention system for imitation skill learning, which is considered a core deficit area for children with ASD. The Robot-mediated Imitation Skill Training Architecture (RISTA) is designed in such a manner that it can operate either completely autonomously or in coordination with a human therapist depending on the intervention need. Experimental results are presented from small user studies validating system functionality, assessing user tolerance, and documenting subject performance. Preliminary results show that this novel robotic system draws more attention from the children with ASD and teaches gestures more effectively as compared to a human therapist. While no broad generalized conclusions can be made about the effectiveness of RISTA based on our small user studies, initial results are encouraging and justify further exploration in the future.
velopment and application of novel treatment paradigms capable of earlier, more effective impact on the core vulnerabilities and pivotal skills associated with ASD across resourcestrained environments. Increasingly, researchers have proposed advanced technologies, including robotic systems, as potential mechanisms for addressing these limits of ASD intervention [4] . Despite hypothesized theoretical benefits of such applications, major challenges exist regarding realizing robotic systems that are: 1) capable of robust autonomous functioning; 2) relevant and important to the core features of ASD at appropriate points in development; and 3) potentially realistic as cost-effective intervention systems outside of highly specialized research environments.
The emergent robotic and technological literature has demonstrated that many individuals with ASD show a preference for robot-like characteristics over nonrobotic toys [5] and in some circumstances even respond faster when cued by robotic movement rather than human movement [6] . Although this research has focused on school-aged children and adults, the downward extension of this preference for robotic and technological stimuli is promising as many very young children with and at-risk for ASD often preferentially orient to nonsocial contingencies rather than biological motion [7] . Several recent approaches have highlighted the potential of robotic tools for enhancing social interactions. Scassellati and his colleagues [4] demonstrated that preschool and school-aged children with ASD spoke more to an adult confederate when asked to do so by a robot than when asked by another adult or by computer. Similarly, Goodrich et al. [8] reported that a low-dose exposure to a humanoid robot yielded enhanced positive interactions for children with ASD. Feil-Seifer and Mataric [9] found that contingent activation of a robot during interactions yielded immediate short-term improvement in social interactions with adults.
A major limitation and challenge to the majority of technological intervention systems studied to date has been the reliance on static performance-based protocols. In this regard, systems have often been programmed to operate within a narrow set of responses or have been remotely operated and unable to realize dynamic autonomous interaction. Recent work has suggested that robotic intervention systems designed to operate in "closed-loop" form [10] and targeted to early pivotal skills for children with ASD [11] may represent more promising dynamic interaction. The development of adaptive interaction realizing within-system changes in response to measured behaviors is important for individualization of meaningful technological interventions, as needed by young children with ASD [12] . Only a few studies of adaptive technological interaction for children with ASD have appeared in the literature: proximitybased closed-loop robotic interaction [13] , [14] , haptic interaction [15] , adaptive robot-assisted play [16] , and video-game responses to physiological signals [17] . However, the paradigms explored had limited direct relevance to the core deficits of ASD at young ages and instead focused on proof-of-concept tasks and games for school-aged children.
In the current work, we describe the development and initial application of a noninvasive intelligent robotic intervention system capable of dynamic and individualized interaction with potential relevance to improving imitation skills for young children with ASD. Imitation involves translating from the perspective of another individual to oneself and creating representation of this individual's primary representation of the world [18] . Although the exact reasons for the imitation impairment associated with ASD is still unclear, evidence suggests that this imitation impairment may be related to the basic ability to map actions of others onto an imitative match by oneself [19] . Imitation is a critically important social communication skill that emerges early in life and it is theorized to play an important role in the development of cognitive, language, and social skills [20] . Children with ASD show powerful impairments in imitation and such deficits have been tied to a host of associated neurodevelopmental and learning challenges over time [21] .
There are only a few preliminary robotic studies reported on imitation learning for children with ASD. Duquette et al. [22] compared the impact of a mobile robot Tito with a human therapist on the imitation behavior of children with ASD. The participants paired with the robot demonstrated more shared attention and imitated more facial expression, while the participants paired with the human imitated more body movement. Bugnariu et al. [23] developed a method to quantify imitation using a robot, kinematic data and a Dynamic Time Warping algorithm. Cabibihan et al. [24] claimed that imitation skills taught with the aid of humanoid robots had potential to be generalized with people. Robins et al. [25] conducted a longitudinal study where children freely interacted with a humanoid robot Robota where the participants exhibited diverse imitation behaviors after repeated exposure. Srinivasan et al. [26] conducted an interaction study with a small humanoid robot Isobot. Results showed that the task-specific imitation and generalized praxis performance improved for a group of typically developing children and one child with ASD.
The imitation intervention literature suggests that intervention approaches are most effective when children show sustained engagement with a variety of objects, can be utilized within intrinsically motivating settings, and when careful adaptation to small gains and shifts can be incorporated and utilized over longer intervals of time [21] .
The contribution of this work is two-fold: first, we present a novel autonomous Robot-mediated Imitation Skill Training Architecture (RISTA) specifically designed for children with ASD including a new gesture recognition algorithm that can assess imitated gestures in real-time and provide dynamic feedback. Second, we present a preliminary user study to demonstrate the tolerability and usefulness of robotic interaction using RISTA with a group of both typically developing children and children with ASD. Our initial concepts and results were presented in [27] .
In what follows, we first introduce the robot-mediated imitation skill training system architecture in Section II. Section III describes the gesture representation method used in this study. Section IV discusses the gesture recognition algorithm embedded in the system. The experiments and results are described in Section V. Finally, Section VI discusses the potential and limitations of the current study.
II. ROBOT-MEDIATED IMITATION SKILL TRAINING ARCHITECTURE (RISTA)
RISTA for children with ASD that we present in this paper has a humanoid robot as a task administrator, a camera for gesture recognition, a gesture recognition algorithm to assess the imitated gesture, and a feedback mechanism to encourage interaction (Fig. 1 ). Existing literature [28] , [29] suggests, at least in preliminary form, the ability of humanoid robotic interaction systems to capture interest of some children with ASD in a manner that could potentially be leveraged into meaningful intervention approaches. RISTA is designed to teach imitation skills via the robot by first making the robot demonstrate a target gesture and asking the child to imitate it, assessing the imitated gesture, and finally providing relevant feedback-all autonomously and in a closed-loop manner. An interesting feature of this system is that the robot can be replaced by a human therapist within the architecture when needed without altering the rest of the system components, such as the gesture recognition and feedback modules, allowing the system to be used for co-robotic intervention.
The RISTA architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1 . There are four important modules in RISTA. The robotic gesture demonstration (RGD) module is meant for demonstrating a gesture by the robot and is implemented on the humanoid robot NAO [30] . NAO has 25 degrees of freedom, two flashing LED "eyes", two speakers, and a synthetic childlike voice. The imitated gesture sensing (IGS) module is used to sense the imitated gesture by the child and is implemented using Microsoft Kinect [31] , which can track a person's skeleton with an average of accuracy of 5.6 mm in 3-D space [32] , [33] . The supervisory controller (SC) is the primary control mechanism for RISTA and is designed based on a timed automata model [34] . We use a timed automata model for SC because it fits well with the finite state machine (FSM)-based gesture recognition method that we use for gesture recognition and the state-based predesigned robot behavior libraries that we utilize for robot gestures. The SC manages the component communications, handles the experimental logic and is embedded with a gesture recognition algorithm that can recognize a partial or completed gesture. It instructs the robot to show a target gesture to the child and once the target gesture is completed, the child is asked by the robot to imitate the gesture. The SC continuously monitors the IGS and evaluates the child's imitative performance for feedback. Based on this performance, the SC may instruct the robot either to give rewards or aid the child with reinforcement components and approximations of the gestures within their motor movements. The feedback provided by the robot was predefined by autism clinicians for every state in the FSMs and stored in the system software library. The SC continues this procedure in a closed-loop manner for a specified duration of time and collects data to evaluate the efficacy of the trials.
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) is designed in a manner that is easily operated by an experimenter, e.g., a therapist, who may not be technologically savvy. The head pose estimation, skeleton tracking and the participant's real time video are displayed for observation.
In the trial, the NAO provides imitation prompts in the form of recorded verbal scripts, mirroring movements, and gestural movements for imitation. Given the gesture prompts, the participant's response is sensed by a Microsoft Kinect at 30 frames per second (fps). Skeleton data from Kinect are processed using a Holt double exponential smoothing filter to avoid glitch and jitter. The Kinect SDK face tracking functions fit a 3-D convex mesh on the participant's head and provide 3-D position and orientation of the participant's head within the Kinect frame. The head pose is then used for estimating a participant's attention on the robot or on the human therapist. If the participant moved out of the Kinect tracking zone during interaction, a signal would be triggered to suspend the robotic action and RISTA would not proceed with the interaction until the child returned to the appropriate region and the Kinect resumed its tracking.
In this work, we chose a set of arm gestural movements for imitation skill learning, which were: 1) raising one hand; 2) waving; 3) raising two hands; and 4) reaching arms out to the side. These four gestures were intentionally selected due to the low motor skill requirements they presented to participating children. These gestures were also selected to avoid motor limitations of the humanoid robot (e.g., challenges crossing midline and adequately positioning fingers/digits). However, the capabilities of RISTA are not limited to these gestures alone. Rather, they represent the kinds of gestures that a therapist might use for imitation skill learning intervention.
III. GESTURE REPRESENTATION

A. Gesture Representation for Human
We first defined a set of variables that could mathematically capture each of the four chosen gestures as described previously. The gesture variables are shown in Table I . Fig. 2 shows some of these gesture variables with respect to the Kinect frame. Each gesture was broken down into several salient parts where each part was represented as a state (Fig. 3) . Note that this decomposition is not unique and was designed based on common sense and with several autism clinicians' input.
B. Gesture Representation for Robot
In order to implement the same gestures on the robot so that the robot can demonstrate these gestures, each gesture was carefully designed by specifying its joint angle trajectories. Finally, each gesture was stored in a library that the supervisory controller could select from and play. A part of our imitation skill training paradigm included gesture mirroring by the robot. In other words, sometimes the robot was also required to copy a participant's gesture. The skeleton tracking module of Kinect was used to acquire a participant's arm joint angles, which were then mapped to the corresponding joint angles of the robot. If the participant's joint angles were outside the robot's workspace, then the robot angles were set for their maximum attainable values. 
IV. GESTURE RECOGNITION BY ROBOT
An interactive robot-mediated imitation skill training system must be able to dynamically provide feedback to the participants similarly to the way a therapist does during intervention. The robot's feedback depended on the accuracy and speed of the gesture recognition algorithm. In addition, given the target population it was quite likely that the participants would not be able to completely imitate all the gestures. In order to scaffold participant skills, the robot needed to recognize partially completed gestures, detect what components of a gesture require attention, and provide specific feedback to improve the detected deficiency.
In order to achieve these goals, we designed a rule-based finite state machine (FSM) method to recognize gestures. While there are several powerful probabilistic methods for gesture recognition such as Hidden Markov Model [35] and particle filtering [36] , we chose a rule-based method to avoid the complexity of computation and the difficulty of generating a training data set due to the young age of our participants. It is difficult for a young child to repeat a standard gesture multiple times accurately to create training data. The recognition accuracy was of utmost importance in this task since the robot should not provide erroneous feedback to the children, which might confuse or frustrate them.
FSM has been widely used to model and recognize gestures [37] . We chose an FSM method because we can break down each gesture into a number of intermediate states, such that the recognition algorithm can precisely detect a partial gesture and thus allow the robot to provide more targeted feedback. We designed an FSM representation for each gesture and defined a region of interest (ROI) in which each FSM would be activated. These ROIs are defined in (2)-(4). For example, a wave gesture FSM was only activated when the participant's arm was raised in front of the torso, the wrist was higher than the shoulder and the forearm was pointing upwards. The input variables to the gesture recognition FSM are computed from skeleton coordinates. Five sliding windows (1-5 seconds) were used to chop the FSM input data. Those windows were updated in every frame. In this way, we set up the maximum completion time for a gesture to be 5 seconds. Although usually a gesture lasts for 2-3 seconds, we introduce additional time for flexibility
We briefly discuss how the FSM works for each gesture.
A. Raising One Hand
This gesture includes: a) start raising a hand until the wrist is higher than the elbow; b) continue raising the hand and stretching the arm until the elbow is higher than the shoulder; and c) stretch the arm slightly further until it becomes straight [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Fig. 4(a) shows its FSM representation. L1 to L3 in Fig. 4(a) are the corresponding states that describe the three stages for the left arm, and R1 to R3 are for the right arm. to are the guard conditions for the left arm and to are for the right arm. The guard condition for the same level of state is in the same form for both arms since a participant can perform this gesture with either arm. The definitions are not repeated for two arms separately. Using the variables in Table I , to are defined as for continous frames (4) for continous frames (5) for continous frames
A gesture is considered successful if it is done within an appropriate time period. At the end of the time window, the guard condition "time out" (TO) is provided to terminate the recognition process if the arm has not reached the next state.
This gesture is graded in a five-point scale according to the following rule: raising one hand should be done with only one arm. So if only one arm is raised to state 3 and the other arm is kept below state 2, it gets a score 4. If this raised hand is held still in state 3 for a certain amount of time, it is scored 5. However, there are scores for partial completion as well. If one or both arms are raised to state 1 but no further, it is scored 1. If one or both arms are raised to state 2, the score is 2, and if one arm is in state 3 and the other arm is in state 2 or 3, the score is 3.
B. Waving One Hand
This gesture includes [ Fig. 3(b) ]: a) start raising a hand; b) further move the hand higher than the shoulder; c) wave the raised hand to one side; and d) wave the same hand to the other side. Fig. 4(b) shows its FSM representation.
to are defined as follows:
for continous frames (7) for continous frames (8) in one direction (9) in the other direction (10) In this case, if one or both arms are raised to state 1, the gesture gets a score 1. Both arms reaching state 2 leads to a score 2. Waving should also be done with only one arm, so if one arm gets to state 2 to 4 while the other is below state 2, this performance gets a score between 3 and 5.
C. Raising Two Hands
This gesture is similar to raising one hand [ Fig. 3(c) ], so the FSM graph is the same as Fig. 4(a) . However, it requires the raising of both hands. For either arm, if it reaches state 1 to 3, it gets a score from 1 to 3, respectively. If the hand is held still in state 3, it gets a score 4. Since this gesture should be done with both arms, the final score is the average score of the left and right arms. For example, if only one arm is fully raised and the other is not raised at all, the final score is 2.
D. Reaching Arms Out
Reaching arms out follows these steps [ Fig. 3(d) ]: a) raise arms up to shoulder level; b) get the raised arms sideways; and c) stretch them sideways.
Its FSM graph looks exactly as that in Fig. 4(a) , except for the guard conditions, which are for continous frames (11) for continous frames (12) for continous frames
The score for either arm equals the states it reaches. Similar to raising two hands, the final score in this case is the average score of the left and the right arms.
We can see that all the gestures use similar FSM structure but with different guard conditions. All the parameters are adjustable for different application environments and user groups. cm; cm; , ; ; ; , for the user study. These values were chosen by the clinicians and engineers involved in this project based on the ability of the participant group. It is important that the gesture recognition algorithm runs in parallel with the robot's gesture demonstration task. In this way, even if a participant finishes a gesture before the robot finishes its own gesture prompt, a reward will be given and the robot will stop prompting. If the robot were to continue prompting the child (even though the child might have completed the required gesture) and only give rewards after the prompting was over, the child might feel frustrated.
V. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We conducted a user study to assess user acceptance and performance of RISTA. The study was approved by the Vanderbilt Institutional Review Board (IRB). The experiment room is shown in Fig. 5 . The participant was seated about 120 cm from the Kinect and 150 cm from the administrator.
A. Participants for User Study
Twelve children with ASD and ten typically developing (TD) children were originally recruited to participate in this experiment. However, four children with ASD and two TD children did not complete the study. Two ASD children refused to sit in the experiment chair and thus did not start the experiment. Two other ASD children and the two TD children exhibited mild distress in the protocol and were withdrawn from the study. Group characteristics of the participants who completed the study are shown in Table II . The ASD group had received a clinical diagnosis of ASD based on DSM-IV-TR [38] criteria from a licensed psychologist, met the spectrum cut-off of the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule Comparison Score (ADOS CS) [39] , and had existing data regarding cognitive abilities from the Mullen Scales of Early Learning, Early Learning Composite (MSEL) [40] in the registry. Parents of participants in both groups completed the Social Responsiveness Scale-Second Edition (SRS-2) [41] , and Social Communication Questionnaire Lifetime Total Score (SCQ) [42] to index current ASD symptoms.
B. Task and Protocol
We wanted to assess how a RISTA-based robotic system compares with human therapist-based imitation training. We hypothesized that the robotic system would elicit imitation performance and garner interest from children with ASD as well as a human therapist. To test this hypothesis, we conducted two human-administered sessions and two robot-administered sessions for each participant. In each group, one-half of the participants followed the order: robot session 1, human session 1, robot session 2, and human session 2 while the other half had human session 1, robot session 1, human session 2, and robot session 2. The human administrator was not present in robot sessions and the robot was not present in human administered sessions. Each session tested two gestures, and each gesture was tested in two trials. All four gestures were exhaustively tested in a randomized order. We compared participants' performance between the robot-administered sessions and the human-administered sessions for: 1) gesture imitation performance and 2) attention towards the administrators (robot or human).
In the robot sessions, as shown in Fig. 6 , prior to the practice of each gesture, the robot initiated a mirroring interaction segment for 15 seconds with the verbal prompt, "Let's play! I will copy you!". In this segment, the robot copied a participant's arm gesture to the best of its motor capability. This was designed to maintain interest of the children on the robot and provided a break between the imitation training of different gestures. Following that, the child was asked to imitate the gestures of the robot in two trials.
In Trial 1, the robot said, "Okay! Now you copy me. Look at what I am doing!" and demonstrated the gesture twice, and prompted "You do it!". The proposed gesture recognition was initiated immediately upon the first demonstration and ended 5 seconds following the second demonstration. As soon as the participant imitated the gesture correctly, the trial was terminated with a verbal praise, "Good job!". The system recorded the performance score. Otherwise, the system provided feedback on the approximation, if applicable, and recorded the best score the participant got. Consider the gesture "raising one arm" as an example. If the participant did not raise his/her arm high enough within the given time limit, the robot would take its (i.e., the robot's) arm at the participant's best raised position and gave a verbal response, "you were here", and then would raise its (i.e., the robot's) arm further until the desired height with the verbal response, "higher!".
Trial 2 included Stage A and Stage B (Fig. 6) . If the participant succeeded in Trial 1, then the Trial 2 executed Stage A in Normal mode, which was the repeated procedure from Trial 1. Otherwise, Trial 2 executed Stage A in Mirroring mode, where the robot mirrored the participant's motion after gesture demonstration. For instance, if the participant was waving, the robot would wave its arm to follow the child. This mirroring helped the children check on their own performance. If the child imitated the gesture successfully in Stage A, a verbal reward was given and Stage B was omitted. Otherwise, after the robot told the child where he/she was wrong, Stage B was presented. It provided the final two gesture demonstrations and another 2 seconds following the gesture demonstration as the final response time. Without Stage B, the child would be frustrated since no chance was left to try the gesture again. However, this procedure should not be repeated too many times since the child would lose interest in doing one gesture continuously.
In human-administered sessions, the supervisory controller computed all of the information needed for the human administrator as it would for the robot in the robot-administrated session, which included the grading of imitation performance of the participant and what to respond to the participant. These messages were projected on the wall behind the participant, and thus the human administrator could read and follow those instructions while still looking in the participant's direction. The human administrator did not make any personal judgment.
Eye gaze approximation via head pose was a coarse indicator of a person's attention. It was estimated by the Kinect tracking module. We assumed that the participant's attention was on the administrator if his/her head pose was oriented towards the attention box discussed in Section VI-A.
VI. RESULTS
A. System Validation Results
In order to validate the accuracy of the proposed gesture recognition algorithm, seven adults and three typically developing (TD) children were recruited. Each participant performed each of the four gestures ten times under the experimental conditions. Each participant was also instructed to perform some nonspecific movements during testing and slightly shift their front facing postures between gesturing to create a naturalistic condition. The gesture recognition algorithm classified the performed gestures into one of the four categories or a "not recognized" category. These recognition results were compared with the subjective ratings of a therapist and got the overall accuracy of 98% (1.5% false positive and 0.5% false negative) [27] . In the few cases where it failed, it was mainly due to the tracking failure of the Kinect when the subjects quickly shifted their postures. The system also inferred a participant's attention to the task administrator (i.e., either the robot or a human therapist) based on where he was looking. The robot height is similar to the human therapist's upper body height. A box of 85.77 cm 102.42 cm around the robot and the upper body of human therapist was set as the target attention regions. The gaze was approximated based on head pose estimation. To test the attention inference method, those same participants were asked to first look at the bounding box covering the region where an administrator would stand with their natural head pose. These head poses were reordered as the baseline data. Then the participants were asked to look away and back to the region for ten times. Their raw head poses were normalized by their baseline values and those rectified poses were computed to see if they were oriented towards the administrator region. The results show that for 91% (2% false positive, 7% false negative) of the times, their head pose indicated the gaze towards the administrator region. In the user study, all participants' natural head poses were also calibrated in the same way.
B. Preferential Attention Towards Administrator
Attention to the administrator is a marker for eventual learning within intervention paradigms. On average, the ASD group paid attention to the robot and the human therapist for 55.01 (SD: 28.42) seconds and 43.32 (SD: 25.47) seconds per session, respectively. The TD group paid attention to the robot and human therapist for 61.35 (SD 28.89) seconds and 47.02 (SD: 17.30) seconds per session, respectively. The duration of a session depended on the participant's performance in that session, and each participant had different imitation abilities. The ASD group required similar amounts of time to complete the tasks across robot sessions (Avg , SD seconds) and human sessions (Avg , SD seconds), while the TD group required more time to complete the robot sessions (Avg , SD seconds) than the human sessions (Avg , SD seconds). Therefore, the ratios of the duration of attention on the administrator to the total session length was used as a normalized representation of how much attention the participants paid to the administrator, which are shown in Table III for both groups.
We can see that participants in the ASD group spent 11% more time attending to the robot than the human therapist, while participants in the TD group paid similar attention to the robot and the human therapist across sessions. However, Wilcoxon signed rank test shows that the differences were not statistically significant for either group with for the ASD group and for the TD group. These results, although only approaching significant, support a part of our hypothesis in that 
TABLE IV IMITATION PERFORMANCE RESULTS-GESTURE SCORES (A). GENERAL SESSION PERFORMANCE RESULTS (B). PERFORMANCE RESULTS IN TRIALS (C). WILCOXON SIGNED-RANK P VALUES ON TRIAL VERSUS TRIAL PERFORMANCE WITHIN GROUP (D). MANN-WHITNEY U TEST P VALUES ON ASD VERSUS TD
TRIAL PERFORMANCE the children with ASD paid more attention to the robot administrator than the human administrator, which indicate the potential for such a system to garner interest in imitation training.
C. Gesture Imitation Performance
Next we analyzed the demonstrated imitation skills of both groups in human and robot administered sessions. The score of each gesture in each trial was normalized to [0, 10] . Table IV(a) lists the group performance between ASD and TD across sessions. For each participant, their imitation scores for all four gestures in both Trial1 and Trial2 for both robot-administered and human-administered sessions were added together and presented in Table IV (a) to show the overall performance. Further trial by trial analysis is presented in Table IV(b). The average scores of all the robot-administrated Trial1 (R1) and Trial2 (R2) as well as human administrated Trial1 (H1) and Trial2 (H2) were computed for each group. Fig. 7 shows the group performance on each gesture. G1 to G4 represent raising one hand, raising two hands, wave, and reaching arms out, respectively. Consistent with previously demonstrated imitation deficits in individuals with ASD, results show that the ASD group was less successful than the TD group in general. Participants in the ASD group performed better in robot-administered sessions than in human-administered sessions, especially in Trial1 for G1 to G3. Among the four gestures, we can see that wave got the lowest scores in both group due to its complexity. Participants in the TD group did not demonstrate much difference across trials in all the sessions.
Table IV(c) give the statistical values of the imitation performance for each group. We can see that the ASD group's performance in the robot sessions was not statistically significantly different between Trial1 and Trial2, while in that of human sessions it was significant. The result of robot-administered Trial1 was significantly better than that of human-administered Trial1, while the two Trial2s' performance were not significantly different. The TD group's performance was similar across all the trials. However, putting Trial1 together with Trial2, the statistical analysis of robot-administered session versus human-administered session showed nonsignificant results for both ASD and TD groups. Table IV(d) lists the ASD versus TD group comparison across different trials. We can see that the main differences were on Trial1 for both robot-administered sessions and human-administered sessions.
These results show that in robot-administrated sessions, children with ASD showed better imitation skills more quickly than they did with human mediated sessions. Initial interactions with the human therapist yielded significantly lower imitation scores than interactions with the robot in Trial1. In Trial2, the difference between human and robot-administrated session scores decreased, but the average scores for human sessions were still lower. There was no significant difference for the TD group across either condition throughout the whole experiment.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented the design and development of a novel robot-mediated imitation skill training system, RISTA, with potential relevance to core areas of deficit in young children with ASD. RISTA was suitable for both a robot and a human therapist administrator. It detected the participant's imitation performance in real time and fed this back to the administrator for adaptive intervention. Within this proof of concept experiment we also replicated previous findings demonstrating that young children with ASD paid more attention to the robot administrator and performed better in robot-facilitated imitation tasks than in human-administered sessions under the same experimental protocol.
A particular strength of the RISTA is its use of a noninvasive configuration that does not require the participants to wear any physical sensors. This is extremely important for young children with ASD, as they can find wearable sensors uncomfortable and distracting. Another important contribution of this work relates our modeling method affording for closed-loop interaction. The FSM-based gesture recognition method that we designed allowed us to obtain real-time evaluation of participant performance and provide adaptive and individualized feedback on different levels of imitation completion. Such extension is bolstered by the fact that the FSM recognition method does not require specific training data from children to be gathered prior to participation.
In terms of performance within the system, most children with ASD and TD children were able to respond with some degree of accuracy to prompts delivered by a humanoid robot and a human administrator within the standardized protocol. Children with ASD paid more attention to the robot than the human administrator, a finding replicating previous work suggesting attentional preferences for robotic interactions over brief intervals of time. Further, some young children with ASD seemed to demonstrate enhanced performance in response to robotic prompts than those delivered by human counterparts. This suggests that robotic systems endowed with enhancements for successfully capitalizing on baseline enhancements in nonsocial attention preference might be utilized to meaningfully enhance skills related to core symptoms of ASD. Although this work does not demonstrate generalization beyond the experimental sessions, this documented preferential attention could potentially be harnessed to drive towards such an outcome. Future work examining more in-depth prompt and reinforcement strategies, upgrading and accommodating the system into a formal clinical study, including more gestures and combining gesture imitation with other meaningful daily tasks would likely enhance future applications of this system.
There are several methodological limitations of the current study that are important to highlight. The small sample size examined and the limited time frame of interaction restricted our ability to realistically comment on the value and ultimate clinical utility of this system as applied to young children with ASD. Further, the brief exposure of the current paradigm, in combination with unclear baseline skills of participating children, ultimately cannot answer questions as to whether heightened attention paid to the robotic system or performance differences in conditions displayed during the study are simply the artifact of novelty or of a more characteristic pattern of preference that could be harnessed over time. We also did not explore test-retest reliability in this preliminary study. Regarding gesture recognition, Kinect has a limited range and thus puts constraints on the set of gestures that can be used for imitation tasks. Therefore, extending the range of Kinect is to be explored to improve the system capabilities. In addition, developing an optimization algorithm for autonomous selection of the parameters of the FSM based will further enhance the system. Another important technical limitation was the approximation of attention with head pose. It must be emphasized that head orientation approximating gaze or attention does not necessarily equate to actual eye gaze or by extension, attention. However, such data does provide a coarse proxy for documenting feasibility. In terms of the robot, Nao was not suitable for very fast paced motion due to its limited motor ability. It was programmed to provide intermittent verbal prompts and rewards but did not engage the participants in continuous verbal communication. There could be some benefits in engaging the children continuously through verbal communication, however, in this study we thought that continuous verbal communication might distract the participants from imitating gestures.
Despite limitations, this work is the first to our knowledge to design and empirically evaluate the usability, feasibility, and preliminary efficacy of a noninvasive closed-loop interactive robotic technology capable of modifying response based on within system measurements of performance on imitation tasks with young children. Movement in this direction introduces the possibility of realized technological intervention tools that are not simple response systems, but systems that are capable of necessary and more sophisticated adaptations. Our platform represents a move toward realistic deployment of technology capable of accelerating and priming a child for learning in key areas of deficit.
